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QUESTION 1

Which of the following join types does the generated SQL below illustrate? 

A. Inner join 

B. Disjointed join 

C. Outer join 

D. Cross join 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is true for 0..n cardinality? 

A. The cardinality is optional and a union will be performed. 

B. The cardinality is optional and an inner join will be performed. 

C. The cardinality is optional and an outer join will be performed. 

D. The cardinality is required and an outer join will be performed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements is correct regarding the implementation of objectsecurity in Framework Manager? 

A. Groups and roles can be created in the Cognos namespace when specifying access to objects. 

B. Even when object security is applied, if anonymous access is configured, every object in a Framework Manager
project is visible to everyone. 

C. A user belongs to two groups. One of the groups is denied access to an object. The other group is granted access to
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the object. The result is that user has access to the object. 

D. Granting access to an object for one user, group or role (except the Everyone and All Authenticated Users groups),
implicitly denies access to that object for all other users, groups or roles. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is true when applying object security in Framework Manager? 

A. Ifbeginning to apply security by specifying object security on an object with no children, all other objects remain
accessible to all users. 

B. If beginning to apply security by specifying object security on an object with no children, all other objects willnot be
accessible to all users. 

C. Allow overrides Deny if specified in the properties of the object. 

D. Child objects only inherit security from their parent if the Inherit property is set to Yes. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

In Framework Manager, what are the minimum requirements to implement a stored procedure that expects arguments
and make it available toauthors? 

A. Import the stored procedure, add it as a model calculation, and then publish it as part of a package. 

B. Import the stored procedure, provide values that satisfy the procedure\\'s arguments, retrieve a projection list and
then publish it aspart of a package. 

C. Import the stored procedure, use it to create a calculation in the expression editor and then publish the calculation as
part of a package. 

D. Import the stored procedure, set the type to Data Modification, provide values that satisfythe procedure\\'s
arguments, retrieve a projection list and then publish it as part of a package. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What question should adata modeler answer before accepting this proposed operational data structure? 
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A. Should all three tables be consolidated into one? 

B. Should a role playing dimension be created? 

C. Are Branch and Employee dimension tables or fact tables? 

D. Isthere a direct relationship between Branch and Employee? 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

The Cognos 10 report below contains two conformed dimensions, Time Dimension and Product Dimension, andone non-
conformed dimension, Order Method. 

Which of the following best describes the results? 

A. Cross join 

B. Multi-fact split 

C. Correlated list 

D. Contiguous result set 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 8

Which of the following is true regarding the operational data structure illustrated below? 

A. It illustrates a parallel relationship. 

B. It should be consolidated into one table. 

C. It shouldbe examined for a connection trap. 

D. The cardinality between the tables should be reversed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following are proven practices for organizing the objects in a project? 

A. When importing metadata from more than one data source, include all imported objects in the root namespace. 

B. When importing metadata from more than one data source, create a separate folder for the imported objects from
each data source. 

C. When importing metadata from more than one data source, create a separate namespace for the imported objects
from each data source. 

D. Whenimporting metadata from more than one data source, do not override the relationships defined between the
data sources at the time of import. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

In Framework Manager, which of the following is a correct technique for model segmentation? 

A. Segment a project at the level ofan individual query subject. 

B. Define the repository type and path to the repository in Cognos Connection. 

C. Consolidate segmented and linked metadata in a project into a single project by publishing a package to a network
location. 

D. Copy all segmented model files into one common folder before using Framework Manger\\'s model merge feature. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 11

The generated Cognos SQL below contains which one of the following joins? 

A. Inner join onRETURN_REASON_KEY. 

B. Outer join on RETURN_REASON_KEY. 

C. Left inner join on RETURN_REASON_KEY. 

D. Left outer join on RETURN_REASON_KEY. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What is true of a Framework Manager model of an operational database lacking a time dimension? 

A. Virtual star schema models require a time dimensionfor multi-fact queries. 

B. Report authors cannot create multi-fact, time-based queries. 

C. Time-based rollups for multi-fact queries may be difficult to handle. 

D. Report authors cannot create multi-fact, time-based queries unless using a union. 

Correct Answer: C 
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